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Efficient cytosolic delivery of molecular beacon conjugates and flow cytometric analysis of target RNA

Abstract
Fluorescent microscopy experiments show that when 2’-O-methyl-modified molecular beacons (MBs) are introduced into NIH/3T3 cells, they elicit a nonspecific signal in the nucleus. This false-positive signal can be avoided by conjugating MBs to macromolecules (e.g. NeutrAvidin) that prevent nuclear sequestration, but the presence of a macromolecule makes efficient cytosolic delivery of these probes challenging. In this study, we explored various methods including TAT peptide, Streptolysin O and microporation for delivering NeutrAvidin-conjugates into the cytosol of living cells. Surprisingly, all of these strategies led to entrapment of the conjugates within lysosomes within 24 h. When the conjugates were pegylated, to help prevent intracellular recognition, only microporation led to a uniform cytosolic distribution. Microporation also yielded a transfection efficiency of 93% and an average viability of 86%. When cells microporated with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates were examined via flow cytometry, the signal-to-background was found to be more than 3 times higher and the sensitivity nearly five times higher than unconjugated MBs. Overall, the present study introduces an improved methodology for the high-throughput detection of RNA at the single cell level.
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ABSTRACT

Fluorescent microscopy experiments show that when 2′-O-methyl-modified molecular beacons (MBs) are introduced into NIH/3T3 cells, they elicit a nonspecific signal in the nucleus. This false-positive signal can be avoided by conjugating MBs to macromolecules (e.g. NeutrAvidin) that prevent nuclear sequestration, but the presence of a macromolecule makes efficient cytosolic delivery of these probes challenging. In this study, we explored various methods including TAT peptide, Streptolysin O and microporation for delivering NeutrAvidin-conjugates into the cytosol of living cells. Surprisingly, all of these strategies led to entrapment of the conjugates within lysosomes within 24 h. When the conjugates were pegylated, to help prevent intracellular recognition, only microporation led to a uniform cytosolic distribution. Microporation also yielded a transfection efficiency of 93% and an average viability of 86%. When cells microporated with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates were examined via flow cytometry, the signal-to-background was found to be more than 3 times higher and the sensitivity nearly five times higher than unconjugated MBs. Overall, the present study introduces an improved methodology for the high-throughput detection of RNA at the single cell level.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to measure gene expression, using techniques such as DNA microarrays and reverse transcriptase PCR, has proven to be invaluable in molecular biology, drug development and clinical diagnostics. A major limitation of these approaches, however, is they generally report only the relative change in gene expression for a population of cells. In many cases, it is the aberrant RNA expression of only a small percentage of cells that may be of interest. Therefore, there is still a need for high-throughput methods that allow RNA levels to be measured at the single cell level.

Over the past decade, much effort has been devoted to developing fluorescent probes that are capable of imaging RNA at the single-cell level. Of these, perhaps molecular beacons (MBs) have garnered the most attention. MBs are antisense oligonucleotide probes labeled with a ‘reporter’ fluorophore at one end and with a quencher at the other end (1). In the absence of complementary nucleic acid targets, the MBs assume a stem–loop configuration. As a result, the fluorophore and quencher are brought into close proximity and fluorescence is quenched. When MBs hybridize to complementary targets, the fluorophore is separated from the quencher and fluorescence is restored. MBs have already been used to study gene expression in a variety of live cell applications, ranging from monitoring the transport and the distribution of β-actin mRNAs in motile fibroblasts to the detection of specific RNAs in living cancer cells (2–13).

Although MBs clearly hold promise as a tool for the analysis of RNA at the single cell level, we have previously shown that when nuclease-vulnerable MBs are introduced into living cells via microinjection, they are quickly sequestered into the nucleus and generate false-positive signals (5). Presumably, these false-positive signals arise when MBs interact with nucleases and/or nucleic acid-binding proteins. One strategy to overcome nuclear sequestration involves attaching MBs to macromolecules such as quantum dots or streptavidin, whereby MB conjugates cannot pass through the nuclear pores and are effectively retained in the cytoplasm (2,5). This eliminates the nonspecific signal observed in the nucleus.

It is likely that before MB–macromolecular conjugates become widely adopted as a tool for RNA imaging, strategies that allow for the efficient delivery of these probes into the cytosol of living cells must be identified. Although microinjection can be used to direct the probes into the cytosol, this method is tedious, inefficient and impractical.
for gene expression analysis of large numbers of cells. Alternative delivery methods that have recently been shown to be effective in delivering unmodified MBs into living cells include cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) and Streptolysin O (SLO), which is a pore-forming bacterial exotoxin that binds to cell membranes (4,9,14). The specific CPP used was the 11 amino-acid peptide of the human immunodeficiency virus type I TAT protein. To date, TAT peptide has been demonstrated to direct the internalization of numerous cargoes including small peptides (15), proteins and polymers (16–18), oligonucleotides including molecular beacons (9,19), phage vectors (16), liposomes and polymersomes (20,21) and nanoparticles (22,23). Internalization of TAT peptide is thought to be through micropinocytosis although the exact mechanism is still under debate (24–28). SLO, on the other hand, permeabilizes adherent and nonadherent cells by reversibly forming pores on the cell surface (14,29–34). It has been shown that SLO can be used to deliver oligonucleotides (including MBs), dextran and proteins up to 100 kDa in mass into the cytosol (29,30,34). Although not previously utilized for delivering MBs, electroporation provides yet another possibility for delivering MB–macromolecular conjugates into living cells. The transient permeabilization of the plasma membrane during application of an electric field is a well-established technique for transfecting RNA, DNA, fluorescent dyes, dextrins, peptides and proteins into various cell lines (35–39). A common problem often experienced with electroporation is low cell viability; however, recent advances in electroporation technology such as the ability to perform electroporation in microliter volume spaces (e.g. pipette tips) has led to a reduction in the many harmful events associated with this process, including heat generation, metal ion dissolution, pH variation and oxide formation (www.microporator.com). This microliter volume electroporation process is known as microporation (Digital Bio Technology).

In this study, we compared CPPs, SLO and microporation as methods to deliver NeutrAvidins and MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates into living cells. NeutrAvidin, a deglycosylated variant of avidin, was utilized because its biotin-binding capabilities allows for facile conjugation to biotinylated MBs, it is of similar size as streptavidin and thus should prevent nuclear localization of MB conjugates, and it reportedly exhibits less nonspecific interactions than streptavidin (http://probes.invitrogen.com). Cells microporated with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates were further examined via flow cytometry to confirm MB hybridization with cytoplasmic RNA. The intracellular signal-to-background of MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates was also measured and compared with unconjugated MBs. Overall, this study provides a strategy for the efficient, high-throughput analysis of specific RNA expression in single living cells.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**MB design**

Antisense firefly luciferase 2’-O-methyl RNA MBs possessing a TEX 613 fluorophore (Ex: 596 nm, Em: 613 nm) at the 5’ end, an Iowa Black RQ quencher, IBRQ, at the 3’ end and a biotin-dT group incorporated in the 3’ stem was synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Corvalville, IA, USA). The antisense sequence of firefly luciferase (pGL3-Luc 253-252, Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA) was chosen because it is not complementary to any known endogenous RNA target in NIH/3T3 cells. Specifically, the antiluciferase MB employed was TEX613-mGmUmCmAm CmCmUmCmAmGmCmGmUmAmGmUmGmAm UmGmTmCmG(bio-dT) mGmAmC-IBRQ. A complementary Luciferase RNA oligonucleotide target was also synthesized, with the sequence rUrGrGrArCrUrCr UrCrUrArCrGrCrUrGrArGrUrA.

**Synthesis of NeutrAvidin/MB conjugates**

NeutrAvidin (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) was dissolved in 50 mM Sodium Borate buffer, pH 8 at a concentration of 10 mg/ml and reacted with Cy5-NHS ester (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) or Alexa750-NHS ester (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at dye to NeutrAvidin molar ratio of 2.5:1. Similarly, an additional sample of NeutrAvidin was labeled with FITC (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) at a dye to NeutrAvidin molar ratio of 10:1. The fluorescent conjugates were purified on NAP-5 gel chromatography columns (Amersham Biosciences) in Phosphate Buffer (48 mM K2HPO4, 4.5 mM KH2PO4, 14 mM NaH2PO4), pH 7.2. The number of fluorophores per NeutrAvidin was determined using a Cary100 spectrophotometer (Varian). It was determined to be 3.6 FITC, 1.5 Cy5 and 1.7 Alexa750 per NeutrAvidin, respectively. Pegylated NeutrAvidin conjugates were synthesized by further reacting fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidins with Methyl PEOn-NHS ester (n = 8, Pierce) at various PEG to NeutrAvidin molar ratios (200:1, 100:1, 50:1 and 25:1), and purified by repeated filtration and dilution on Microcon YM-30 centrifugal devices (30 000 MW cutoff; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Initial experiments indicated that when the pegylated NeutrAvidins were microporated into NIH/3T3 cells, those with 200:1 and 100:1 PEG labeling ratios yielded a diffuse cytoplasmic distribution of NeutrAvidin as determined by fluorescence microscopy. Microporation and fluorescence microscopy protocols are described below. NIH/3T3 cells that were microporated with NeutrAvidin that was pegylated at a labeling ratio of 50:1 and 25:1 exhibited punctate cytoplasmic fluorescence. As a result, a 100:1 labeling ratio was used for the subsequent studies. TAT-NeutrAvidin conjugates were synthesized by reacting fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidins, pegylated and unpegylated, with biotin-TAT (YGRKKRRQRRR-biotin) at a molar ratio of 4:1 TAT to NeutrAvidin. MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates were synthesized by reacting fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidins with biotinylated antisense MBs at a molar ratio of 1.5:1 MB to NeutrAvidin, prior to pegylation. All conjugation reactions were allowed to react overnight at room temperature. All conjugates were purified on YM-30 centrifugal devices and concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically.
Cell culture and transfection

NIH/3T3 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and incubated in 5% CO₂ at 37°C. To generate cells that express Firefly luciferase, the NIH/3T3 cells were infected with adenovirus, H4’040CMVffLuciferase (Penn Genomic Center, Philadelphia, PA, USA), at a multiplicity of infection of 10⁴ particles per cell. Infection was carried out 24 h prior to delivery of NeutrAvidin conjugates without any apparent loss of viability. Firefly activity was confirmed by making bioluminescent measurements on a Glomax 20/20 luminometer (Promega) following the administration of SteadyGlo (Promega).

Microinjection

Microinjection was carried out using a Femtojet and Injectman N1 2 (Eppendorf, Westbury, NY, USA) microinjection system fitted with Femtotips I (Eppendorf). Prior to use, Femtotips were treated with Hexamethyldisilazane (Fluka) for 10 min, followed by repeated washes in phosphate buffer. Cells were microinjected with samples containing 2.5 or 10 μM antisense 2-O-methyl MBs in phosphate buffer, pH 7.2.

TAT-mediated delivery

NIH/3T3 cells were seeded in 48-well plates in DMEM–FBS with no antibiotics 1 day prior to experimentation such that they were 50–70% confluent on the second day. Pegylated and unpegylated TAT-Cy5-NeutrAvidin were added to the wells at a final NeutrAvidin concentration of 200 nM in 100 μl media. Fusogenic peptides were also added to the wells at final concentrations ranging from 0 to 100 μM. The specific fusogenic peptides tested were INF-7 (GLFEAIEGFIENGWGMDGWYG-(PEG)₆-NH₂), GALA-INF3 (GLFEAIEGFIENGWGMDGWYG-(PEG)₆-NH₂), and HA₂ (GLFGAIELGFIENGWGMDGWYG-(PEG)₆-NH₂). The (PEG)₆ linker was added to each peptide to increase solubility. All of the peptides were synthesized by Biopetide Co., Inc., San Diego, CA, USA. Fluorescent images of the cells were acquired over the course of 24 h as described below.

SLO delivery

The method used to delivery MB conjugates into NIH/3T3 cells by reversible membrane permeabilization with SLO was modified from previously established methods described by Walev et al. (29) and Faria et al. (34). Briefly, 110 U of SLO (Sigma) was activated in 100 μl of PBS containing 5 mM dithiothreitol (Pierce) and 0.05% BSA for 2 h at 37°C. NIH/3T3 cells plated in 48-well plates were washed once with PBS and were incubated in 100 μl of HBSS containing 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.2 for 20 min at 37°C. NeutrAvidin (5, 15, 25 or 50 μl) and an optimized amount (50 μl) of activated SLO was then added to the cells yielding a final NeutrAvidin concentration of 0.8, 2.3, 3.6 or 6.25 μM, respectively. After incubating the cells for 20 min at 37°C, 300 μl of ice-cold rescaling media (DMEM–FBS containing 2 mM Ca⁺²) was added to each well. Cells were then allowed to reseal at 4°C for 60 min (30). After the resealing step, the media was replaced with fresh rescaling media and images were acquired at various time points over the course of 24 h.

Microporation

Microliter volume electroporation was performed with a OneDrop MicroPorator (MP-100, BTX Harvard Apparatus). Specifically, NIH/3T3 cells were seeded in 48-well plates in DMEM–FBS with no phenol red and no antibiotics 1 day prior to experimentation. The cells were then trypsinized and suspended in media without phenol red, washed with 1× PBS, and finally resuspended in resuspension buffer R (BTX Harvard Apparatus) at a concentration of 120 000 cells per 11 μl. NeutrAvidin conjugates (1 μl) were added to the cells such that the final concentration of NeutrAvidin was 1, 2 or 3 μM probe. The 10 μl of the cells (i.e. 100 000 cells) were then microporated at 1250, 1500 or 1740 V with a 10 μs pulse width, 3 pulses total. Following microporation the cells were either seeded in 24-well plates and imaged at various time points over the course of 24 h or immediately suspended in 1× PBS for flow cytometric analysis.

Lysosomal labeling

Twenty-four hours after the NeutrAvidin conjugates were delivered into NIH/3T3 cells with CPPs, SLO or microporation, the cells were washed with 1× PBS, and LysoTracker Green DND-153 (Invitrogen) was added at a final concentration of 1 μM in 1× PBS. Cells were incubated with the LysoTracker loading solution for 2 min and then washed and incubated with fresh PBS. The cells were immediately imaged via fluorescence microscopy.

Cytotoxicity assay

The effect of microporation voltage and NeutrAvidin concentration on the viability of NIH/3T3 cells was assessed via an MTT assay (ATCC) according to the manufacture’s instructions. To determine the effect of voltage, cells were microporated at 0, 1250, 1500 or 1740 V in the presence of 3 μM FITC-PEG-NeutrAvidin conjugates. The number of pulses was kept constant at 3 and the pulse width was held constant at 10 ms. To determine the effect of NeutrAvidin concentration, cells were microporated at 1740 V in the presence of 0, 1, 2 or 3 μM of FITC-PEG-NeutrAvidin conjugates. FITC-labeled, pegylated NeutrAvidins were used for the MTT assay to ensure that there was no significant spectral overlap between the FITC absorbance (490 nm) and the MTT absorbance (570 nm). Absorbances were measured on a Cary100 spectrophotometer (Varian). Viability of cells was determined by dividing the absorbance measurements of the electroporated cells by the absorbance of cells that were not electroporated (0 V).

Fluorescent imaging

All microscopy images were acquired with an Olympus IX 81 motorized inverted fluorescence microscope equipped
with a back-illuminated EMCCD camera (Andor), an X-cite 120 excitation source (EXFO) and Sutter excitation and emission filter wheels. Images of LysoTracker Green, Texas Red, Cy5 and Alexa750 were acquired using the filter sets (HQ480/40, HQ535/50, Q505LP), (HQ560/55, HQ645/75, Q595LP), (HQ620/60, HQ700/75, Q660LP) and (HQ710/75, HQ810/90, Q750LP) (Chroma, Rockingham, VT 05101), respectively. A LUC PLAN FLN 40× objective (NA 0.6) was used for all cell imaging studies. Results were analyzed with NIH Image J.

**Flow cytometry analysis**

*Transfection efficiency.* Following microporation of NIH/3T3 cells in the presence of FITC-labeled, pegylated NeutrAvidin conjugates (as described in the Cytotoxicity assay section), the cells were washed once in PBS and analyzed on a Guava Excite flow cytometer fitted with a 488 nm excitation laser. Flow cytometry data was analyzed with FLOWJO (Version 7.2.2; Tree Star, Ashland, OR, USA). Fluorescence signal intensity was defined as the mean intensity of cells lying within a predefined gate. The appropriate gate was defined on an FSC versus SSC dot plot of NIH/3T3 cells that were not electroporated (0 V).

**Luciferase RNA detection.** Wild-type or adenovirus-infected NIH/3T3 cells were microporated at 1740 V in the presence of 700 nM MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates (NeutrAvidin was labeled with Alexa750 and pegylated) or 700 nM unconjugated MBs. The cells were washed in 1× PBS before being analyzed using an LSR II flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) equipped with a 532 nm laser, a 600 nm long pass dichroic filter and a 610 nm PE-Texas Red emission filter (610/20). Flow cytometry data were analyzed as described above.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

2′-O-methyl RNA MBs elicit a false-positive signal in the nucleus of living cells

Previously, we have shown that when nuclease-vulnerable molecular beacons are introduced into living cells, they are quickly sequestered into the nucleus and elicit a false-positive signal (5). To determine whether this was a result of nucleus degradation and/or nonspecific interactions, we investigated whether MBs composed of 2′-O′-methyl RNA backbones, which are generally considered resistant to nuclease degradation also elicit a false-positive signal in the nucleus of living cells. Specifically, we microinjected antisense luciferase 2′-O′-methyl RNA MBs that were not complementary to any known endogenous RNA into NIH/3T3 cells. It was hypothesized that these MBs would remain quenched unless opened due to non-specific interactions. Consequently, an increase in fluorescence would indicate that nonspecific interactions could cause false-positive events.

Following cytoplasmic injection of 2′-O′-methyl RNA MBs, there was a gradual increase in fluorescence observed in the nucleus (Figure 1a). To determine whether the increase in signal was simply the result of MB accumulation or nonspecific opening of MBs, the total fluorescence of the cell was quantified over time. It was determined that the total MB fluorescence increased by approximately 82% over the course of 30 min, which suggests that nonspecific opening of MBs was creating false-positive signals. To further explore whether the increase in fluorescence was in response to undesirable MB hybridization or due to nonspecific protein interactions, live cell competitive inhibitions studies were performed. Specifically, a 10-fold excess of unlabeled 2′-O′-methyl RNAs with the same targeting sequence as the MBs were coinjected with MBs into NIH/3T3 cells. Despite the presence of a competitive inhibitor, we continued to observe an increase in MB fluorescence in

![Figure 1](image_url). **Intracellular fluorescence of MBs and NeutrAvidin–MB conjugates.** (a) Fluorescent microscopy images of NIH/3T3 cells injected with 2′-O′-methyl RNA MBs. The MBs were not perfectly complementary to any known endogenous RNA in mice. (b) NIH/3T3 cells were injected with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates. NeutrAvidin was labeled with the fluorescent dye, Alexa750, to facilitate imaging of their intracellular distribution.
the nucleus, suggesting that protein interactions are likely responsible for the false-positive signals.

Previously, we and others have demonstrated that by linking MBs to macromolecules such as quantum dots or streptavidin they can be effectively retained in the cytoplasm (2,5). In the present study, we conjugated 2'-O-methyl RNA MBs to fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidins to prevent nuclear sequestration. Immediately following cytoplasmic injection, fluorescent signals from both the MBs and NeutrAvidins were only observed in the cytoplasm of the cells (Figure 1b). While NeutrAvidin signals were clearly distinguished from the background, the MB fluorescence signal was extremely faint and barely detectable above the background. Thirty minutes after the injection, the total MB fluorescence within the entire cell increased by only ~6%. This small increase in signal likely results from a small amount of unbound MB that localized to the nucleus (i.e. a faint fluorescent signal was observed in the nucleus). As a result, conjugation of NeutrAvidins to MBs not only helps overcome nuclear sequestration of the MBs, but also effectively prevents the generation of false-positive signals.

**NeutrAvidin conjugates are directed towards lysosomes when TAT-peptide, SLO or microporation are used for intracellular delivery**

To investigate whether TAT peptides can be used to deliver NeutrAvidin conjugates into the cytosol of living cells, NIH/3T3 cells were treated with Cy5-labeled NeutrAvidins conjugated to TAT peptides and imaged at various time points. Shortly after the addition of the TAT–NeutrAvidin conjugates a uniform fluorescent signal could be observed on the surface of the cells. By 4 h, punctate fluorescent staining could be observed within the cytoplasm of the cells, while no fluorescence was observed in the nucleus. Similar patterns persisted over the course of 24 h (Figure 2a). Live-cell staining with the lysosomal labeling dye, LysoTracker, indicated that the pegylated NeutrAvidin was localized within lysosomes for each of the delivery methods, (d) TAT-peptide, (e) SLO and (f) microporation. The merged NeutrAvidin and lysosome images for (g) TAT peptide, (h) SLO, and (i) microporation show all colocalized fluorescent signals as yellow in color. The contrast in the yellow channel of the merged images was increased to more clearly distinguish areas of colocalization from the pure red and green signals.
membranes were resealed, intracellular fluorescent signals of fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidins (0.8, 2.3, 4, and 6.25 µM) (Figure 2b). Immediately after the permeabilized membranes were resealed, intracellular fluorescent signals were detectable but only when relatively high concentrations of NeutrAvidin were utilized (>3 µM) (Figure 2b). Furthermore, there was a large cell-to-cell variation in total cellular fluorescence, and also variability in the intracellular pattern of fluorescence. Specifically, some cells appeared to exhibit fluorescent signals throughout the entire cell, including both cytoplasm and the nucleus, while other cells exhibited a more punctate pattern. After 24 h, nearly all of the cells exhibited a punctate fluorescent pattern (data not shown). Colocalization of the punctate fluorescent signals with the LysoTracker dye confirmed that the majority of the NeutrAvidins were localized in lysosomes.

To investigate whether SLO could be used to efficiently deliver NeutrAvidin conjugates into the cytosol of living cells, NIH/3T3 cells were treated with SLO and varying amounts of fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidins (0.8, 2.3, 3.6 and 6.25 µM). Immediately after the permeabilized membranes were resealed, intracellular fluorescent signals were detectable but only when relatively high concentrations of NeutrAvidin were utilized (>3 µM) (Figure 2b). Furthermore, there was a large cell-to-cell variation in total cellular fluorescence, and also variability in the intracellular pattern of fluorescence. Specifically, some cells appeared to exhibit fluorescent signals throughout the entire cell, including both cytoplasm and the nucleus, while other cells exhibited a more punctate pattern. After 24 h, nearly all of the cells exhibited a punctate fluorescent pattern (data not shown). Colocalization of the punctate fluorescent signals with the LysoTracker dye confirmed that the majority of the NeutrAvidins were localized in lysosomes.

To investigate whether SLO could be used to efficiently deliver NeutrAvidin into the cytosol of living cells, 3 µM of Cy5-labeled NeutrAvidin were microinjected into NIH/3T3 cells. Bright fluorescent signals were observed in the cells immediately following microinjection, while the cells were still in suspension; however, after 24 h the fluorescent signal became punctate (Figure 2c). Colocalization of the NeutrAvidin signal with the LysoTracker dye indicated that the majority of the NeutrAvidins were localized in lysosomes.

In order to identify whether the Cy5 dye was responsible for targeting the Cy5–NeutrAvidin conjugates to lysosomes, we delivered just the Cy5 dye into living cells via SLO and microporation. In both cases, the dye was initially diffused throughout the cell, but over time the fluorescent signal in the cytoplasm dissipated suggesting leakage of the dye from the cytoplasmic compartment. After 24 h there was still some signal remaining in the lysosomes, but the fluorescent signal was extremely faint. Based on these findings, we do not believe that Cy5 targeted the NeutrAvidin to lysosomes. To further confirm this point, we also delivered Alexa750-labeled NeutrAvidin into cells via SLO and microporation. In each case, we observed similar intracellular localization as with Cy5–NeutrAvidin. This suggests that the fluorescent label is not responsible for targeting NeutrAvidin to lysosomes.

**Pegylation improves cytosolic delivery of NeutrAvidin conjugates by microporation**

Considering the uniform distribution of fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidin observed following microinjection, it was surprising to find that CPPs, SLO and microporation all resulted in punctate fluorescent staining. In particular, both SLO and microporation directly porate the cellular membrane and will allow direct passage of extracellular proteins into the cytoplasm. In response to these puzzling results, we hypothesized that coating the fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidin with polyethylene glycol (PEG) may improve cytosolic delivery. PEG coatings are commonly used to improve solubility, diminish the potential for aggregation, improve biocompatibility, and minimize nonspecific interactions.

When pegylated NeutrAvidin conjugates were delivered into the cells by TAT peptide, a punctate fluorescent pattern was again observed in the cytoplasm of NIH/3T3 cells (Figure 3a). Colocalization of the NeutrAvidin-signal with the LysoTracker dye again indicated that the majority of the proteins were localized in the lysosomes (Figure 3d). Therefore, pegylation did not seem to improve the cytosolic delivery of NeutrAvidin, as the majority of the probes were still localized in lysosomes. Overall, we conclude that TAT peptides can effectively be used to internalize macromolecules into cells, but these macromolecules predominantly reside in lysosomes.

Pegylated NeutrAvidins were also delivered into the cells by SLO (Figure 3b). Again, pegylation did not seem to significantly improve the cytosolic delivery of fluorescently labeled NeutrAvidin. Specifically, immediately after the permeabilized membranes were resealed, a few cells appeared to exhibit fluorescent signals throughout the cell but most cells exhibited punctate fluorescent signals. Furthermore, there was still a large cell-to-cell variation in fluorescence between cells. After 24 h, nearly all of the cells exhibited a punctate fluorescent pattern (data not shown). Colocalization of the punctate fluorescent signals with the LysoTracker signal confirmed that the majority of the NeutrAvidins were localized in lysosomes.

Finally, when microporation experiments were performed with pegylated NeutrAvidin conjugates, the majority of the fluorescent signal was observed in the cytoplasm of NIH/3T3 cells (Figure 3c). There were still a small number of bright fluorescent spots within each cell, but otherwise the intracellular distribution closely resembled that of NeutrAvidin following microinjection. The diffuse fluorescent signal persisted in the cytoplasm for at least 24 h. This could be beneficial for temporal measurements of gene expression in living cells.
It should also be noted that aside from the desirable intracellular distribution of NeutrAvidin conjugates, another exciting benefit of using microporation for delivery is the small amount of sample needed. Only 10 μl of 3 μM sample was needed per 100,000 cells compared with 175 μl of 3.6 μM sample for SLO. This is an important benefit when only a limited amount of sample is available.

**Microporation offers high cell viability and transfection efficiency**

In general, electroporation is often considered an invasive procedure that results in poor viability. To specifically test the effect of 'microporation' on cell viability, an MTT cell proliferation assay was performed on cells that were microporated using various voltages and probe concentrations. In general, viability decreased as the microporation voltage was increased (Figure 4a). Specifically, the viability was 86 ± 5%, 78 ± 11% and 66 ± 10% (n = 3) for 1250, 1500 and 1740 V, respectively. Increasing the concentration of the pegylated NeutrAvidin conjugates from 0 to 3 μM did not seem to have any significant effect on cell viability (one-way ANOVA, F = 0.245, P = 0.79) (data not shown).

To determine the effect of voltage on transfection efficiency, cells were microporated with 3 μM of fluorescently labeled and pegylated NeutrAvidin at 0, 1250, 1500 and 1740 V before being analyzed by flow cytometry. It was found that the transfection efficiency increased with increasing voltage settings (Figure 4b). Specifically, transfection efficiencies at 1250, 1500 and 1740 V were...
88, 93 and 96%, respectively. It was further shown that microporation itself (at 1740 V) does not affect cell autofluorescence. Overall, microporation appears to yield a high transfection efficiency of the NeutrAvidin conjugates. These results, combined with the high viability of NIH/3T3 cells after microporation, particularly at 1250 V, suggest that microporation provides a viable approach for the high-throughput delivery of MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates into living cells.

To evaluate the effect of probe concentration on transfection efficiency, cells were microporated with different concentrations of pegylated NeutrAvidin conjugates before being analyzed by flow cytometry (Figure 5). As expected, the average fluorescent signal per cell and the percentage of transfected cells increased as the concentration of NeutrAvidin was increased. Specifically, ~93% of the cells exhibited a distinct fluorescent signal when microporated with 1 μM of NeutrAvidin and ~96% of the cells exhibited a distinct fluorescent signal when microporated with 3 μM of NeutrAvidin. Our results are consistent with the general notion that higher voltage settings and higher extracellular protein concentrations can both lead to improved cytosolic delivery of proteins when applying electroporation.

Flow cytometric analysis of RNAs in single living cells

In order to evaluate whether pegylated NeutrAvidin–MB conjugates could be used to detect gene expression in single living cells, microporation experiments were performed using antisense luciferase 2′-O′-methyl RNA MB conjugates. Specifically, MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates were microporated into NIH/3T3 cells that express the luciferase protein (luc+). Two negative control experiments were conducted to examine whether the measured fluorescent signal reflected MB hybridization or false-positive events. The first control experiment consisted of microporating MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates into NIH/3T3 cells that do not express luciferase (luc−). The second negative control consisted of microporating luc+ cells in the absence of MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates (i.e. no probe). This experiment was performed to determine the level of cellular autofluorescence. A positive control experiment was also conducted to determine the maximum attainable signal in the cells. This experiment consisted of microporating MB conjugates prehybridized to synthetic luciferase RNA targets into the luc+ cells. Representative flow cytometry results are shown in Figure 6a. In order to calculate the signal-to-background (S:B) of the MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates, first the mean fluorescent signal of cells microporated in the absence of probe (i.e. autofluorescence) was subtracted from the
other histograms. Then, the mean fluorescent signal of luc+ cells microporated with prehybridized MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates was divided by the mean fluorescent signal of luc− cells microporated with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates, giving an S:B of 6.7. When MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates were microporated into Luc+ cells, the mean fluorescent signal was calculated to be 182% higher than luc− cells microporated with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates.

To highlight the importance of designing MBs that are not sequestered into the nucleus, analogous flow cytometry experiments were conducted with NIH/3T3 cells that were microporated with unconjugated antisense 2′-O-methyl RNA MBs (i.e. not conjugated to NeutrAvidin) (Figure 6b). It was found that unconjugated MBs exhibit significantly higher background fluorescence in Luc− cells compared with cells microporated with the MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates. Specifically, the S:B of cells microporated with unconjugated MBs was calculated to be only 2.15. This S:B is more than three times lower than the S:B achieved with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates. The low S:B observed with unconjugated MBs likely stems from the high background signal present in the nucleus (Figure 1a). This high background also has a significant negative effect on the MB’s ability to sensitively detect RNA. Specifically, when unconjugated MBs were microporated into Luc+ cells, the mean fluorescent signal was calculated to be only 37% higher than luc− cells microporated with unconjugated MBs. Therefore, the sensitivity for detecting luciferase RNA targets was nearly five times lower than with MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates. These results clearly highlight the advantages of retaining MBs in the cytoplasmic compartment, by conjugation to NeutrAvidins, false-positive signals are reduced to marginal levels. Delivery of these MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates can be achieved by microporation, which allows for high transfection efficiency and high viability. Utilizing flow cytometry for high-throughput analysis of gene expression, MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates allowed for a higher sensitivity and improved dynamic range in RNA detection compared with conventional MBs. As a result, MB–NeutrAvidin conjugates can be used as an effective tool for detecting the expression of specific RNAs in living cells.
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